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The Precoater 6500 is an Australian designed 
and constructed plant that has been created by 
our in house design team to meet the needs of 
the civil infrastructure industry.

The Precoater 6500 is a road towable 
Screening and Bitumen Spraying machine all 
in one. It is used in remote areas where it is 
difficult to transport pre-coat material for road 
construction. This machine simply sets up at 
the side of the road and pre-coats the material 
as and when required.

With the onboard 10x5 screenbox, your 
aggregate material is always sure to be very 
clean before pre-coat bituminous material is 
added. It takes any impurities picked up along 
the way as well as any fines that has been 
treated in handling the aggregate.

FEATURES
 ӹ 10’ x 5’ Twin deck 2 bearing screenbox
 ӹ 650mm wide feed and discharge conveyors
 ӹ Oil/ Heat resistant nitrile discharge conveyor
 ӹ Extended folding discharge conveyor
 ӹ 14 High velocity precoat spray nozzles
 ӹ Hydraulically controlled catwalks
 ӹ Remote control start stop of material
 ӹ 6500L Bitumous liquid capacity
 ӹ Cat 2.2 turbo engine, 51 BHP
 ӹ Road registrable trailer
 ӹ Built in Australia for Australian conditions

PRECOATER 6500
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The Precoater 3000 is a more compact version 
of the bigger brother 6500 series. The Precoater 
3000 is a complete screening and precoating 
package.

The machine is easily transported from job to 
job via Prime mover. The machine is equipped 
with on-board screenbox to help clean the 
aggregate before going through the pre-coat 
chute. This ensures quality precoat stone with 
maximum coverage and minimum wastage.

The generous 3000 litre provides ample storage 
capacity of pre-coat liquid, making this the 
perfect machine for those remote location road 
jobs.

FEATURES
 ӹ 2 Bearing 8’x4’ screenbox
 ӹ Large throw on screenbox
 ӹ Unique folding access walkway around 

screenbox and feed conveyor
 ӹ Quick release screens
 ӹ 650mm Wide feed and discharge conveyors
 ӹ Oil/ Heat resistant nitrile discharge conveyor
 ӹ Extended folding discharge conveyor
 ӹ 14 High velocity precoat spray nozzles
 ӹ Engine shut down protection system
 ӹ Heavy duty belts on all conveyors
 ӹ Generous 3000L bitumous liquid capacity
 ӹ Radio Controlled Operation
 ӹ Road Registrable Trailer
 ӹ Built in Australia for Australian conditions

PRECOATER 3000
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The Precisionscreen Scorpion 804 has been 
adapted to Precoat material after de-dusting 
takes place on the 8x4 twin deck screenbox. 
Clean aggregate is then carried away from the 
plant via the Precisionscreen SM450 (10m) 
stacker/conveyor. Before the discharge point 
on the conveyor, aggregate material triggers a 
gate on the running belt that sends a signal to 
the machine to activate the Precoat chute and 
pump into action.

The specially designed chute hangs off the 
SM450 conveyor and allows the material to 
tumble and turn as it passes through. The 
strategically placed precoat nozzles go to work 
on coating the stone evenly and the accurate 
coverage ensures maximum efficiency of the 
precoat material with minimal wastage. Once 
material stops traveling on the SM450 stacker 
belt the gate swings back closed as disengages 
the Precoat pump.

FEATURES
 ӹ 6.5 cubic meter hopper with manual tipping 

grid
 ӹ Option of Open style hopper
 ӹ Independent feeder belt with variable speed
 ӹ 650mm wide belts
 ӹ 8x4 two deck Screenbox
 ӹ CAT 2.2 powerpack
 ӹ Hydraulic Screen angling
 ӹ Hydraulic Jib raise and lower

SCORPION PRECOATER
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The Precisionscreen Contractor 604 mobile 
screen can be modified to include the a 
Precoater adapter kit to help prepare aggregate 
for use in road construction and asphalt.

The adapter kit includes a pump that washes 
and cleans the dust off aggregate before it 
enters the precoat tumbler chute, where it is 
coated in bitumen. This new addition allows 
the Quarry operator to de-dust his aggregates 
before going to the precoater tumble chute.

The dust removal phase makes the bitumen 
adhere to the aggregate better, therefore leading 
to more efficient use of the liquid and therefore 
better coverage. The Contractor can also be 
fitted with a spray bars in case the material 
requires further cleaning before precoating.

FEATURES
 ӹ 2deck, 6’ x 4’ screen box
 ӹ 1000mm belt
 ӹ Hopper capacity 2.5 cubic meters
 ӹ Variable belt speed
 ӹ 2cyl 27hp Engine powerpack
 ӹ Tow bar and wheels for site movement
 ӹ Hydraulic screen angling
 ӹ Hydraulic Jib Raise
 ӹ Hydraulic rear jack leg

CONTRACTOR PRECOATER
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PRECOAT CONVEYOR

SM450 Conveyor with Precoat kit attached to 
work in conjunction with a Screening plant.

The main benefit allows the Precoat material 
mix to happen away from the screening plant 
and creates a radial stockpile of finished 
material if desired.

In this scenario the precoat pump is mounted to 
the conveyor and couples up to the powerpack 
on the Contractor to drive it.

A paddle door switch located at the head of the 
conveyor activates the precoat pump to ensure 
minimal waste.

SPECIFICATIONS
 ӹ 10m/30ft Conveyor
 ӹ 650mm belt
 ӹ Tow bar and ground pivot
 ӹ Variable discharge heights up to 4.5m
 ӹ Manual radial wheels
 ӹ Hydraulic drive tail drum
 ӹ Metal feedboot with skirting

OPTIONS
 ӹ Hydraulic radial wheel drive
 ӹ Electric drive tail drum
 ӹ Hydraulic raise and lower
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PRECOAT 
ATTACHMENT KIT

Precoat Chute has strategically placed high 
velocity nozzles to ensure sufficient coverage 
of bitumous liquid; designed to meet the needs 
of the civil Infrastructure industry. Supplied is 
a Precoat pump, driven by a pre-existing aux 
circuit and chute with stainless steel nozzles.

KIT INCLUDES
 ӹ Precoat pump, motor and coupling with a 

universal mount Precoat tumbler chute with 
3 spray bar

 ӹ Precoat fuel meter
 ӹ 1 ½ Precoat inlet camlok
 ӹ Paddle switch door
 ӹ Filter

OPTIONS AVAILABLE
PLC with printer – PLC mounted in enclosure 
with the ability to record tonnes per hour of the 
main material belt (aggregate) and litres per 
minute/hour. Print out facility and storage of up 
to 15 lines.
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